Two Stroke Performance Tuning

Chapter 3
Porting and Cylinder Scavenging
TODAY, when we take a look down the cylinder of a two-stroke engine, we find
its walls literally filled with ports to handle the induction, transfer and exhaust phases of
gas flow through the engine. Those of us who have grown up in the Japanese two-stroke
era take it for granted that every cylinder has a huge exhaust port flanked by anything
from four to six transfer ports' However, it hasn't always been this way. As far back as
1904 Alfred Scott patented his original two-stroke vertical twin. Then in 1906 the French
Garard motor appeared with a rotary disc inlet valve. Scott also developed a rotary valve
engine in 1912, winning the Senior TT in that year and the following year. However in
spite of some very innovative designs being incorporated in two-stroke engines they
continued to be embarrassingly unreliable and this single factor stifled development right
up until the time of World War II.
In the mid-1930s, the DKW company set out to make two-strokes respectable.
They were in the business of manufacturing economical two-stroke motorcycles and
stood to profit from changing the two-stroke's image. They engaged the services of an
engineer named Zoller to build a 250 racer, which ultimately won the Isle of Man TT in
1938. This led to the development of a 125 single employing a porting arrangement
originally invented for two-stroke diesels by German engineer Dr.E.Schneurle. It was this
concept which ultimately brought success to the two-stroke, both as an economical power
source for transport and as a powerful, light-weight power source for competition.
Schneurle's loop-scavenging method, patented in 1925, employed a single exhaust port
flanked by two small scavenge or transfer ports, whose air streams were aimed to
converge on the cylinder wall opposite the exhaust (FIGURE 3.1). Being aimed away
from the exhaust, the transfer streams had a natural resistance to short-circuiting straight
out the exhaust. Earlier designs had used deflector-dome pistons to keep the fuel/air
charge away from the exhaust port. This increased the piston's heat gathering area and
meant that only low power outputs could be aimed for without continually risking piston
seizure.
After the war DKW moved to Ingolstadt in West Germany, while their old plant
at Zschopau in East Germany was rebuilt as Motorradwerke Zschopau, or MZ. In 1952
Walter Kaaden joined MZ to take over development. His early work concentrated on
exhaust development and alternate scavenge methods. After much experimentation he
proved that the Schneurle loop-scavenge system yielded the best power and reliability.
Then in 1957 he added a third transfer port, opposite the exhaust. Its air stream joined
with the two main transfer ports, directing flow up toward the head (FIGURE 3.2).
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Fig. 3.1: The Schneurle loop scavenge system.
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Fig. 3.2: Komet K78 TT porting.
Contemporary two-stroke technology was introduced initially to Suzuki, and later
to Yamaha in Japan when Ernst Degner defected from East Germany to join Suzuki. By
combining designs which Degner brought from MZ with Japanese technology in the field
of metallurgy two-stroke power outputs and reliability took a leap forward. During the
'60s Suzuki and Yamaha both won world championships using exotic porting and rotary
valve induction systems originally developed by DKW and MZ. The Yamaha engineers,
however, went one step further. They added a pair of auxiliary transfer ports alongside
the main transfers, which also directed mixture flow toward the rear of the cylinder and
up (FIGURE 3.3). The Japanese engineers then realized, as did Walter Kaaden back in
1957, that there was a section of cylinder wall at the rear which could also be filled with
another one or two ports. Transfer flow improved and, as the velocity of the fuel/air
charge entering the cylinder was reduced, mixture loss out of the exhaust was decreased
(FIGURE 3.4).
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Fig. 3.3: Yamaha TZ25O D/E/F porting.

Fig. 3.4: Suzuki PE175 C porting.
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Back in Europe two-stroke engineers were battling excessive ring and
cylinder wear, due to the exhaust port width being too great. A narrow port reduced
power but improved reliability. A taller port restored lost power but made the power band
unacceptably narrow. To get around the problem Rotax engineer Dr. Hans Lippitsch
added a pair of small auxiliary exhaust ports alongside the large oval exhaust port and
above the main transfers. The two auxiliary ports connect with the main exhaust port
before the exhaust flange (FIGURE 3.5).

Fig. 3.5: Rotax 124 LC porting.
Yamaha engineers tackled the problem with their power valve system, which is
basically a mechanism to vary the exhaust port height without narrowing the power band
(FIGURE 3.6). As you can see, there is a drum-like valve up against the cylinder wall. At
high rpm the port is raised, increasing hp while permitting a relatively narrow port width
for good ring life. At lower speeds the port is lowered, which improves midrange power
and widens the power band. The YZR500 works racer's power valve is controlled
electronically by a battery-powered motor, but the TZ500 production machine utilizes a
much simpler system. Cables run from the tachometer to a centrifugal governor that
raises and lowers the port in harmony with engine rpm. Exhaust duration at higher speeds
(i.e., above 10,500 rpm) is 202°, which is about average for a road racer. Low rpm
duration is about 180°, or similar to that of a 400 motocross engine.
When it comes to modifying a cylinder, the most logical place to start is the
exhaust port. A little grinding (or filing) at the sides and top of the port will yield large
power increases if approached correctly. Exhaust ports come in all shapes and sizes; each
type has its advantages and disadvantages. The port in FIGURE 3.7 is really rectangular
but it is usually referred to as a square port. This is the type that you will find in many
low performance engines. The size of it has to be small so that the rings won't catch on
the top of the port and break. There are two ways this port can be modified: either it can
be widened at the top or it can be ovalized. We have to be careful that the exhaust port
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doesn't get too close to the transfers, otherwise there will be excessive loss of fuel/air
mixture out of the exhaust. I like to see 8mm separation between these ports, but at times
it is possible to go down to as little as 5mm without ill effect.

Fig. 3.6: Yamaha powervalve.

Fig. 3.7: Square exhaust port modifications.
If port spacing is a problem, you will have no alternative other than to widen the
exhaust port at the top. This type of port will give the engine good power from the upper
mid-range to maximum hp. When you grind this type of port, the centre of the port
should be 4° to 5° higher than the ends. The reason for this is that when the engine is on
the compression stroke the ring bulges out into the port to its greatest extent just as the
port is being closed. However, by raising the centre of the port, the ring has less chance
of hanging up on the edge of the port and breaking because the ends of the port actually
begin pushing the ring back into the piston groove before the port closes.
The elliptical or oval port is the one which I prefer if the port spacing is suitable.
It is the type which you will find in most competition two-strokes. The shape of the port
is fairly gentle on rings providing it isn't made excessively wide. What is an excessive
width? Well, I'm not sure; but I have found that a port 0.71 of the bore diameter is a good
compromise for most road race and motocross engines using ductile iron rings (the
maximum safe port size is about 0.65 with brittle cast iron rings). Some tuners take the
port size up to 0.75 but ring, piston and port damage is unacceptable. I have been able to
take some ports out to 0.73 of the bore size, but this is the exception rather than the rule.
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The square bridged port is fairly common in large displacement motocross and
enduro engines (FIGURE 3.8). It has a very large port area, but then it has to have a large
area as it flows only about 85% as well as an unbridged port of equivalent area. In past
years this type of port gave a lot of trouble as the bridge would overheat and bulge,
pressing hard against the piston and causing a seize-up. However, the bridge gives little
trouble now, providing it is not narrowed down. If heavy bridge-to-piston contact does
occur, the piston should be relieved where it scuffs against the bridge. As bridged ports
are usually quite close to the transfers, there is only one way to increase the port area, and
that is by making the top of the port wider. Modify the port as shown, don't copy the
'eyebrows' type exhaust port discussed next.

Fig. 3 .8 Bridged exhaust port modification.
The 'T' or eyebrows port is seldom seen these days although it was used by
Suzuki, Kawasaki and Honda in the past (FIGURE 3.9). This type of port has very little
going for it as the sudden change in shape above the main transfers is very harsh on both
piston and rings. Usually there is very little that can be done to improve this type of port.
Bridged exhaust ports can be made very wide, but there is a limit to how far you
can go. With the Suzuki RM125 engines (all models A to T), the maximum width is
23mm for the left port window (viewed from the front of the bike) and 25.5mm for the
right half of the port. If you go any wider than this, the piston will not be able to seal the
crankcase from the exhaust port because the skirt is relieved around the pin bosses. There
should always be sufficient cylinder wall on the sides of both exhaust and inlet ports for a
2mm width of piston skirt to bear against and affect a seal.
To ensure that you don't go too far in widening the exhaust port, you will have to
carefully scribe the outline of the port windows on the piston skirt with the crankshaft
rotated to TDC. Then remove the barrel and measure the distance from the scribed lines
to the relieved area around the piston pin bosses. Subtract 2mm from the measurement
and this is the amount the port can be increased in width. The amount which can be
removed from bridged inlet ports can be ascertained in a similar way, but with the piston
at BDC.
Thus far we have talked about changing the shape and width of the exhaust port
but not the height. Increasing the width of an exhaust port will always result in a power
increase from the upper mid-range to peak rpm. Usually there will be little or no loss in
mid-range power. Raising the port, on the other hand, will always knock bottom end
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power. Increasing the duration, the port open period, by just a couple of degrees can
make a bike unrideable in some instances. Just how far you can raise the exhaust port is
the million dollar question everyone would like to know. Some tuners work to a timearea/angle-area formula devised some time back. Frankly, I have found this method of
calculating port timing completely useless. The geometry and mathematics involved is
very tedious and, when you have finished the entire routine, you find that the answer
bears little relationship with present-day two-stroke technology.

Fig. 3.9: Honda MT125 RIII porting.
Thus far we have talked about changing the shape and width of the exhaust port
but not the height. Increasing the width of an exhaust port will always result in a power
increase from the upper mid-range to peak rpm. Usually there will be little or no loss in
mid-range power. Raising the port, on the other hand, will always knock bottom end
power. Increasing the duration, the port open period, by just a couple of degrees can
make a bike unrideable in some instances. Just how far you can raise the exhaust port is
the million dollar question everyone would like to know. Some tuners work to a
timearea/angle-area formula devised some time back. Frankly, I have found this method
of calculating port timing completely useless. The geometry and mathematics involved is
very tedious and, when you have finished the entire routine, you find that the answer
bears little relationship with present-day two-stroke technology.
I have certain ideas on exhaust port timing, but blindly following my suggestions
could get you into a lot of trouble. My theory is that an engine requires a certain exhaust
duration to attain a specific engine speed. Therefore, if an engine is required to make
maximum hp at, say, 12,000rpm, the exhaust duration required will be the same (±1°)
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regardless of whether the engine is an 80cc motocross engine or a twin cylinder 250 road
racer. From experience I have a fair idea of just how much duration specific engines need
(see TABLE 3.1). However, if the cylinder has a shorter transfer open period than I like,
the exhaust duration will have to be reduced, otherwise the bike will be too 'pipey' to ride.
On the other hand, I may choose to raise the transfer ports and use the suggested exhaust
timing.
TABLE 3.1: Exhaust port duration
Engine size (cc)
2x62
1x80
1x80
1x80
1x100
1xl00
1x125
1x125
1x125
1x125
2x125
4x125
1x175
1x175
2x175
1x250
1x250
1x250
1x400
1x400

Application
Road race
MotoX
Moto X
Road race
MotoX
Go-kart
MotoX
Moto X
Road race
Road race
Road race
Road race
Enduro
Enduro
Road race
Enduro
Moto X
Road race
Enduro
Moto X

Engine speed (rpm)

Exhaust duration (°)

13,500
11,000
12,000
13,000
11,200
10,800
10,000
11,000
12,000
12,500
12,000
11,500
9,000
9,500
11,200
8,000
8,500
10,500
7,000
7,500

206-208
196-198
202-204
205-207
198-200
176-178
190-192
196-198
202-204
203-205
202-204
200-202
184-186
186-188
198-200
180-182
183-185
194-196
175-177
176-178

NOTE: 1 x 100 go-kart refers to a motor with fixed gearing, hence the short exhaust open period.

You can easily tie yourself in knots when you tackle cylinder porting. I've known
tuners who have moved exhaust ports up and down and all over the place, searching for
more power or a better spread of power. After months of hard work they have achieved
nothing, basically because the transfer duration was too short and/or the expansion
chamber was all wrong. While it may appear rather arbitrary to select an exhaust timing
figure and stick to that, I feel that this is currently the best way to go about two-stroke
tuning. Then, if the engine does exhibit some undesirable trait, like a narrow power
range, I change the expansion chamber design to produce the required power
characteristics. What I'm saying is that expansion chamber design is far more critical than
exhaust port duration. The exhaust open period determines to some extent what the
maximum hp will be and at what engine speed it will be produced. The expansion
chamber, on the other hand, “adjusts” the power characteristics of the engine at speeds
above and below maximum hp revs.
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The formula which I use to calculate exhaust open duration (and transfer duration)
is fairly straight forward, but if you do much work on two-strokes it would be money
well spent if you purchased an electronic calculator with a full scientific function to speed
up your calculations. The formula is as follows:

where T= R+L+C-E
R = stroke divided by 2 in mm
L = con rod length in mm centre to centre
(usually the stroke multiplied by 2)
C = deck clearance in mm
(i.e. the distance the piston is below the top of the barrel at TDC)
E = distance from the top of exhaust port to top of barrel
For example, the exhaust duration of the Morbidelli 125 twin production racer (FIGURE
3.10) is as follows:-
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Fig. 3 . 1O Morbidelli 125 racer porting.
Looking at TABLE 3.1 you can see that the exhaust duration is right where we
want it for peak hp at 13,500-13,700rpm. However, if we were going to modify this
engine extensively by boring the Mikunis 1mm to 29mm and fabricating a new set of
expansion chambers, we would want the power peak at a little over 14,000rpm, which
would mean that the duration would have to be increased to 208° to take advantage of the
engine's improved breathing. Therefore we would raise the exhaust port 0.35mm. E will
now equal 17.85mm and T will equal 20.5 + 87 + 0-17.85 = 89.65.

On some engines fitted with Dykes rings, the top piston ring and not the piston
crown controls the opening and closing of the exhaust and transfer ports. With these
engines, the exhaust duration is calculated using the same formula, however dimension C
(the deck clearance in mm) must be very carefully measured using a depth gauge
otherwise your calculations will be several degrees out. In engines where the Dykes ring
actually determines the port opening and closing, dimension C is the distance the ring is
below the top of the barrel at TDC. Referring back to FIGURE 3.5 you will note that the
Rotax kart engine appears to have mild porting for a road racer. This engine, in fact, has a
single Dykes ring located very close to the top of the piston. Dimension C is 1.8mm, so
what looks like motocross porting is truly road race porting. In this case the exhaust
duration is 201°.
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If you have not had any previous experience tuning two-strokes it is a lot safer to
modify the piston crown to increase exhaust duration rather than raise the port. Once you
have taken the metal away you can't put it back, but fortunately pistons are a good deal
less expensive than barrels so all you have to do is keep accurate notes and then
retrogress one step when you have gone too far (FIGURE 3.11). The idea is to
progressively file 0.5mm off the exhaust side of the piston crown until you reach a point
where you are happy with the power output. If you accidentally go one step too far, it is
easy to back-track. All you need is a new piston and then, when you modify the 'exhaust
port proper, raise it 0.5mm less than the amount you filed off the piston. This type of
tuning is back to front to the way in which I prefer to do things, but if you don't want to
get involved in expensive and time-consuming expansion chamber fabrication, it is the
safest way out. You will never get the best possible power out of the motor by shifting
the exhaust port around to work within the limitations imposed by the expansion chamber
fitted to your bike. However, this is one of the safer places to begin modifying twostrokes, and even within the boundary set by the stock expansion chamber you should
end up with an engine which works better than the stock item.

Fig. 3.11: Piston modification to increase exhaust open period.
When working on the exhaust port, there are two checks which should be made.
Firstly, with the piston at BDC, the bottom of the port window should be level with, or
lower than, the piston crown, otherwise high speed gas flow will be disrupted (FIGURE
3.12). Secondly, in the case of bridged ports, ensure that both halves of the port open
simultaneously. If one side opens a little before the other, gas flow is disrupted to some
extent, but worse the pressure waves transmitted to the expansion chamber are of a lower
amplitude. This reduces the effectiveness of the exhaust pulses in evacuating and
recharging the cylinder with fresh mixture (FIGURE 3.13).
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Fig. 3 .12: Exhaust port must be lower than piston at B.D.C.

Fig. 3.13: Both halves of bridged exhaust ports must open simultaneously.
If you own a Power Valve type Yamaha there is an additional inspection which
must be made. Regardless of whether the exhaust port is standard or has been raised
check that the power valve opens fully to align with the exhaust port roof. Manually push
the actuator arm as far as it will go to see if the valve and port align. Usually some
adjustment is required. After loosening the adjusting nut and moving the valve to the
correct position be sure to Loctite the nut so that it does not vibrate loose. Finally verify
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that the valve timing is correct with the engine running. This is accomplished by marking
the full extent of the actuator arm travel on the cylinder and revving the engine in short
bursts to see if the valve actually opens that far. If it does not you will have to adjust the
valve to a position slightly higher than the exhaust port roof with the actuator arm pushed
to the full open position. Then recheck for full open with the engine running.
The only other Power Valve adjustment which is permissible alters the governor
spring preload and changes the mid-range rpm valve timing. When spring preload is
increased, lower rpm exhaust duration is increased. As this has the effect of raising top
end power and narrowing the power range, it is a modification recommended only for
expert riders on fast circuits. Begin testing with an additional 0.020in. shim fitted behind
the governor spring. If the power comes on too quickly or the power range is too narrow,
try a 0.012in. shim.
In recent years, the physical size and shape of the exhaust port between the port
window and the flange where the expansion chamber connects, is under close scrutiny.
Attempts are now being made to keep the diameter of the port as small as possible,
without impeding the flow of gas out of the cylinder. Whereas the port diameter of a
typical 125cc cylinder was 40 to 42mm a few years ago, most exhaust ports for a 125 are
now about 37 or 38mm diameter. This is being done to keep the exhaust pulse wave at a
high amplitude so that the cylinder is scavenged and recharged more completely. It has
been found that allowing the exhaust gases to expand and cool too quickly, as occurs
when the exhaust port is large, actually diminishes the strength of the exhaust pulse.
Naturally the tuner's desire to keep the exhaust gas confined so that a strong pulse
wave is transmitted through the expansion chamber, has to be balanced against the need
for a free-flowing exhaust passage, which allows the burnt gases to stream unimpeded out
of the cylinder. To this end, the exhaust port must be relatively straight, without abrupt
directional changes, to eliminate eddying, and the exhaust flange must match the port
perfectly and not change the direction of exhaust flow. When an exhaust port meets these
requirements, gas flow out of the cylinder will be good, even though the port diameter is
relatively small to keep pulse intensity at a high value.
A quick look through the exhaust flange and port will indicate how straight the
exhaust passage is. However, unless you are very experienced in the science of gas flow,
you will not know if the exhaust gases are eddying or not. If you are using castor oil or
some other oil which produced a fair buildup of carbon, you will be able to see where the
exhaust port is 'dead'. Any place where there is a layer of carbon in a port which is
basically carbon-free is a place of little flow activity. In such an area you can be fairly
certain that the gases are eddying and disrupting flow out of the cylinder.
At times, the low pressure area can be eliminated by grinding metal out of the
port, but more often than not the port will require welding up. The exhaust port illustrated
in FIGURE 3.14 is a particularly nasty one. The flange changes the direction of flow very
abruptly, which produces an eddy current in the top of the flange. Also the floor of the
port drops away too quickly, causing eddying in this area.
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Fig. 3 .14: Exhaust port must be correctly modified to assist flow.
There are two ways to tackle the problem with the flange. The roof of the port
may be ground higher and the flange raised to reduce the kink in the port's roof. On the
other hand a new flange can be fabricated with the roof in line with the roof of the
exhaust port. Either way, the floor of the port, and perhaps the floor of the flange too, will
have to be welded up to improve the profile. The aluminum floor naturally will have to
be argon-arc welded. Fill in only a little at a time and allow the cylinder plenty of time to
cool between each run, otherwise it will distort.
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As shown in FIGURE 3.15 the exhaust flange may be out of line when viewed
from above. Again this must be corrected by fabricating a new flange which aligns with
the exhaust port.
From the aspect of two-stroke engine design, I feel that the transfer ports are the
most important. Unfortunately, from the average tuner's viewpoint, the transfers are the
most difficult to modify and the least understood. By definition, the transfer ports have
the job of transferring the fuel/air mixture from the crankcase into the cylinder. That
sounds simple enough but, after we consider all of the factors involved, you will better
appreciate what a mammoth task this really is.
In an average racing engine the induction cycle will take place during around
190° of crankshaft rotation. The exhaust cycle will occur over a period of 200°. The
transfer phase, however, has to be completed through 130° of crankshaft movement. Not
only do the transfers have an extremely short time in which to recharge the cylinder with
fuel/air mixture, they must also control the flow pattern of the charge to prevent mixture
loss out of the exhaust, and drive exhaust gases from the rear of the cylinder towards the
exhaust port.

Fig. 3.15: Flange must be in line with exhaust port to stop eddying.
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During the '60s, when Suzuki and Yamaha dominated Grand Prix racing, their
engineers revived a myth which surfaced from the development of BSA Bantam and
Villiers engines for racing just after the war. These engines had massive spaces in the
crankcase and tuners reasoned, rightly enough, that filling the crankcase with a variety of
'staffers' would reduce crankcase volume and hence increase crankcase compression
when the piston descended to BDC. Increasing crankcase compression naturally enough
results in higher crankcase pressure which, all else being equal, raises transfer flow and
improves maximum hp output. Tuners cited the reason for this as being due to the
transfer streams erupting under considerable pressure into the cylinder. Because of this
the fuel/air charge tended to behave like a wedge on entering the cylinder. It didn't break
up and mingle with the exhaust gases, but pushed them out of the cylinder with
considerable force.
So effective was this method of cylinder scavenging that the fuel/air 'wedge' was
actually being partly lost out of the exhaust before the port closed. Two-stroke tuners
overcame this problem by opening the transfer ports later and closing them earlier,
reducing traditional transfer duration from 130° down to 120°. Because of more fuel
charge being contained within the cylinder, power increased. This encouraged engineers
to further increase crankcase compression and reduce the transfer open period to less than
110°. Horsepower again rose, instilling in Japanese engineers the idea that dominance in
Grand Prix racing would depend on them reducing transfer duration to contain charge
loss out of the exhaust and increasing crankcase compression to ensure efficient pumping
of the fuel/air mixture from the crankcase into the cylinder.
The theory sounds good, but in practice there were problems. True, power outputs
rose to levels previously unknown from two-strokes, but the power bands became razor
thin and engine speeds rose to incredible levels. Not to be deterred, the Japanese
engineers embarked on a scheme of cylinder size reduction to enable very high rpm to be
attained reliably. Again power levels increased, providing a further stimulus to reduce
cylinder displacement. This led to the development of such machines as the three cylinder
50cc Suzuki and the four cylinder Yamaha 125 which produced 40hp at 18,000rpm. At
this time road racers had from ten to eighteen gears, such were the power characteristics
of these engines.
The problem was that in spite of the very limited transfer open periods employed,
at lower engine speeds too much charge was being lost out of the exhaust. This occurred
because the transfer charge entered the cylinder under so much pressure that it had time
to spurt right out of the exhaust at low rpm. Hence little power was produced at speeds
below maximum hp revs. At higher rpm, power was again restricted, due to the transfer
ports being too small to flow a larger volume of fuel/air mixture in the available time.
Today, the very same problem occurs when very short transfer periods are
employed. Generally, you will find that bikes which are 'pipey', coming onto the power
too quickly or exhibiting a narrow power range, are that way because the transfer ports
are too low (i.e., short duration) or because the ports are incorrectly aimed.
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Fortunately, manufacturers have mostly got away from the idea of using high
crankcase compression to push the fuel charge through the transfers into the cylinder, so
we can forget about crankcase compression and concentrate on the transfer ports.
However, for those who are interested, primary compression or crankcase compression is
calculated using this formula:-

To measure the crankcase volume (CCV), first turn the engine onto its side, with
the inlet port facing up, and rotate the crank to bring the piston up to TDC. Then, using a
burette filled with liquid paraffin (kerosene) and engine oil, mixed 50/50, fill the
crankcase up to the cylinder wall face of the inlet port. If this equals, say, 425cc, and the
engine has a 125cc cylinder, the primary compression ratio will be 1.42:1.
At this time, instead of relying solely on crankcase pressure to push the fuel/air
mix into the cylinder, we also use the suction wave produced in the expansion chamber to
pull the intake charge up through the transfers. If we use an expansion chamber with
shallow tapers, maximum power will be suppressed, but the suction wave will be active
in drawing mixture into the cylinder over a wide rpm range. On the other hand a chamber
with steeper cones will produce a stronger suction wave, raising peak hp, but it will be
effective over a much narrower rev range.
Obviously the longer we leave the transfer ports open, the larger the rpm range
will be over which the exhaust pulses effectively pull up fresh mixture from the
crankcase. Conversely, if transfer duration is kept short, we have to rely more on
crankcase compression to shift the fuel/air charge, as the suction pulse in the exhaust will
only arrive at the right time to draw up fuel over a limited rpm range. It stands to reason,
if the transfer port is closed when the pulse wave arrives, it will not do any good. On the
other hand, if we keep the port open for as long as possible we have a better chance of
having pulse waves arrive at the right time, over a wider range of engine speeds.
With this idea in mind, we should realize that the transfer duration will vary for
high and low speed engines. A high speed engine (i.e. 13,500rpm) will want the transfer
ports open for 140 to 142° while an engine running at 6,500rpm will be happy with a
duration of 120 to 124° when exhaust port open periods are close to those in TABLE 3.1.
At higher engine speeds there is less time for cylinder filling so we need a longer transfer
period, but at lower speeds a long transfer period will allow too much charge to escape
out of the exhaust so a shorter duration is in order for low speed engines.
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TABLE 3.2 sets out the transfer durations which I have found to allow good
engine breathing at the speeds indicated. To pick up mid-range power the shorter duration
should be chosen. The engine won't rev far past maximum hp revs but the power output
below maximum will be superior. For good power past maximum rpm the longer transfer
period is desirable. If exhaust port durations longer than those indicated in TABLE 3.1
are used, then more transfer timing may be necessary otherwise the engine could become
too 'pipey'.
TABLE 3.2 Transfer Port duration

RPM
6,500
8,000
9,000
10,000
11,000
12,000
13,000
14,000

Transfer duration (°)
120-124
124-128
126-130
128-132
130-134
132-136
134-140
136-142

Note: The transfer duration refers to the open period of the main transfer ports in particular. The
secondary transfers and the boost port may beneficially use durations longer than shown.

One ploy which is very effective in giving the engine good power over a wide
range is to use staggered transfer durations. The old MZ 125 racer had the two main
transfer ports open for 136°, while the third transfer port in the rear of the cylinder had a
much shorter duration of 128°. Many of the Italian go-kart engines also used this type of
porting in past years. When Honda introduced the MT-125RII production racer in 1977,
they took this principle one step further. The main transfers opened 39.2mm from the top
of the cylinder (126° duration), the secondary transfers opened a little earlier at 38.5mm
(130° duration) and the boost port in the back of the cylinder opened the last, 39.7mm
down (123° duration).
Tuners reasoned that as the back port aimed its flow towards the exhaust port
there would be some loss of charge, unless steps were taken to prevent this occurring.
Therefore the back port was opened around 1mm after the main transfers, so that flow
from the main transfer ports, being aimed towards the rear of the cylinder, would actually
form a wall of mixture in front of the boost port and thus prevent a loss of charge out of
the exhaust. Furthermore, it was felt that delaying the opening of the rear port would
allow crankcase pressure to 'blow down' through the main transfers. Hence a high
pressure stream would not erupt from the back port and head right out of the exhaust.
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Today those theories have been forgotten. The majority of engines come from the
manufacturers with all the transfer ports at the same height. However, this does not mean
that staggered porting does not work. Most tuners recognize that it does; but the transfers
are staggered in reverse to the old school of thought. At this time, when a cylinder is
modified, the back port is often opened 1.0 to 1.5mm earlier than the other transfers. Also
I have found that opening the secondary transfers 0.8mm before the main transfers
benefits the power curve as well.
There are several reasons why staggered-type porting works so well at this time.
For one thing the manufacturers have forgotten their preoccupation with high crankcase
pressure. Therefore, the transfer charge enters the cylinder in a more orderly and
controlled manner. Additionally, the transfer ports have been re-aimed. Whereas the ports
were tilted upwards so that the mixture streams from opposite sides of the cylinder gently
met at a point in the cylinder just slightly higher than mid-stroke, today's ports are tilted
very little or not at all (FIGURE 3.16). This means that the flow streams hug the piston
crown, rather than shooting up towards the head to mingle with exhaust gases. Instead,
the streams crash into each other, dissipating much of their energy. The mixture then rises
relatively slowly in the cylinder, where it is trapped as the exhaust port closes. For these
reasons, we can open the boost port and the secondary transfer ports a little earlier, as
there is less risk of mixture escaping out of the exhaust, even at lower speeds when there
is more time for this to occur. If the main transfers were opened earlier, exhaust flow
would tend to turn the transfer flow around and direct it out of the exhaust port, but flow
through ports further away from the exhaust port are not influenced to such an extent by
the direction of exhaust flow. When staggered porting is employed, it is usual for midrange and maximum power to increase, due to the longer transfer periods improving
cylinder filling, particularly at high rpm. Much of the mid-range power gain, I feel, is due
to the cylinder being scavenged better. With the new type of transfer porting, a pocket of
exhaust gas can be left unscavenged high up in the cylinder at lower engine speeds.
Opening the boost port early would tend to get this pocket of stagnant gas moving,
because its flow stream is still directed upwards at 45° to 60°. Some fuel charge is
possibly lost out of the exhaust but, because this pocket of exhaust gas is purged out of
the cylinder, there is less dilution of the remaining fuel/air mixture. Consequently
combustion will be faster and more complete, raising the hp output.
Because the direction of transfer flow is so very important in obtaining a high
power output and a good power range, only very experienced tuners should attempt to
modify the top section of transfer ports. If you don't know what you are doing, you could
easily render the cylinder useless. When the transfer duration is too short, raise the barrel
using an aluminum spacer of the required thickness, and fit a base gasket on each side to
ensure a good seal. Naturally the compression will have to be restored by turning an
amount equal to the thickness of the spacer, plus the thickness of one base gasket, from
the barrel or cylinder head. Keep in mind, when the cylinder is raised, that the piston
rings may become exposed in the inlet port. This is of no consequence providing the top
of the port is correctly shaped and providing the ring ends are not exposed. If just the
bottom ring is opening into the inlet port, it can be removed if the engine is usually
operated at 8000rpm plus. In piston-ported engines, raising the barrel will shorten the
inlet open period so the inlet port will have to be lowered to compensate.
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Fig. 3 .16: Old & new transfer port designs.
Cylinders employing the type of boost port usually found in reed valve engines
(eg. Yamaha) are quite easy to modify. This type of back port can be raised or increased
in width, using hand files. Take care that you don't nick the bore wall with the file and do
not make the port so wide that it opens out to the piston ring pegs. A width equal to that
of the main transfer port is close to what is required, but always check to be sure. The
secondary transfers should be raised by a professional tuner with good knowledge of the
subject and good equipment to do the job. The alternative, which works very well, is to
file metal off the piston crown (see FIGURE 3.11) in the manner described for increasing
exhaust port duration. If the piston is fitted with a Dykes ring high up (eg. Bultaco) this
method will not work, as the piston ring and not the piston crown actually controls the
exhaust and transfer opening.
The safest part of the transfer port for you to modify is the bottom of the port
where it joins the crankcase. Cut the base gasket to match the crankcase cut-outs and then
match the transfers to the base gasket. This will ensure that there is no step in the port to
disrupt flow. Then carefully smooth the transfers, removing all casting imperfections.
The piston cut-out below the gudgeon pin is also a part of the transfer port, so dress it up
too.
Thus far we have only discussed working with the ports provided by the
manufacturer, but extra transfer ports can often be added. Here there are two approaches
which we can take, depending on whether we want a small increase in performance and
good piston cooling, or a larger power rise without the benefit of improved piston
cooling.
We will deal with the cool piston approach first, which can be applied to many
engines regardless of the type of induction system employed. I first saw porting like that
illustrated in FIGURE 3.17 on the old 250 Bultaco Pursang and Matador. As you can see,
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two boost ports are machined the depth of the cylinder liner about 7 to 9mm wide, on
either side of the inlet port. These ports are fed through two holes in the piston. The flow
of mixture past the little end and under the piston crown does much to reduce their
temperatures. Desert racing engines in particular benefit from this type of porting. There
isn't a huge increase in power, but usually a couple of horsepower will be picked up at the
top end of the power band.
The next type of boost porting also improves little end lubrication and piston
cooling (FIGURE 3.18). It is intended for piston-ported engines which have a lot of
cylinder wall height between the top of the inlet port and the piston crown at BDC. Two
boost ports are machined into the cylinder, generally with a 13mm cutter tilted at 25°.
Ensure that the boost ports are at least 1.5mm above the inlet port, to ensure an effective
seal.

Fig. 3.17: A common type of boost porting.
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The third type of boost porting shouldn't really be called boost porting (FIGURE
3.19). It doesn't do anything to increase hp output, but it will extend piston and little end
life in desert bikes. I call it “last resort” porting. Two 9mm wide slots are machined the
depth of the cylinder liner to join with the main transfers. Holes in the piston feed these
ports as in the first example.

Fig. 3 18: Some engines may utilize boost ports above the inlet port.
The final type of boost porting can only be used with reed valve induction.
(FIGURE 3.20). When the inlet port is bridged, two ports are milled with a 13mm cutter
tilted at 25 to 35°. If the cylinder had a single inlet port, overlapping cuts would be made
to form a single port of about 18 to 20mm width.
When there is sufficient cylinder wall space available, two types of boost porting
may be employed together. The porting shown in FIGURE 3.17 can often be combined
with the arrangements shown in either FIGURE 3.18 or FIGURE 3.20. The resulting
increase in transfer area improves transfer flow and it reduces the velocity at which the
fuel charge enters the cylinder. This minimizes charge loss out of the exhaust and
improves cylinder scavenging.
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Except in road racing, piston controlled induction systems have fallen from favor;
but, as it is the most basic two-stroke inlet arrangement, we will consider it before reed
valve and rotary disc valve systems. In this way you will better appreciate why these
other designs have been developed and what their respective advantages and
disadvantages are.

Fig. 3.19: Boost porting for desert bikes.
Piston controlled inlet ports have the advantage of simplicity, but they are
handicapped to some extent due to the port opening and closing points being
symmetrically disposed before and after TDC. As the piston rises in the cylinder, the inlet
port opens, usually at around 70° before TDC in low speed engines, and 100° before
TDC in high speed engines. The rising piston creates a depression in the crankcase, thus
air rushes down the inlet tract to fill the crankcase. However, at TDC the port is still open
so, as the piston descends, fuel/air mixture will be pushed out of the crankcase through
the open inlet port. Fortunately, reverse flow occurs only after the piston has traveled
about 50° past TDC at engine speeds around 4,000rpm. Therefore, if the inlet port closes
at 70° after TDC, only a small amount of fuel charge will be lost. At higher engine speeds
there won't be any loss of mixture, as the combined force of pulse waves and the inertia
of the high velocity mixture is stronger than the pressure created in the crankcase by the
descending piston. For this reason we can employ longer inlet durations in high speed
engines, but at lower rpm they suffer from such a bad dose of the blubbers that they will
hardly run.
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Fig. 3.2O: Boost porting for reed valve engines.
The poor low speed running is partly due to not enough fuel/air mixture being
available in the crankcase to adequately fill the cylinder, but there is another reason. The
low rpm blubbers and stumbles are basically due to flooding. When the mixture is pushed
out of the crankcase and up the inlet tract, it eventually passes through the carburetor. On
its way through it picks up another load of fuel, then when the inlet port again opens the
fuel/air mixture reverses and travels back through the carburetor, collecting yet another
load of fuel. The rich mixture which results burns slowly and wets the spark plug. The
inlet durations set out in TABLE 3.3 will give good power at the speeds indicated. The
shorter duration will improve mid-range pulling power and the longer duration for each
speed will enable the engine to produce more power at rpm in excess of maximum hp
revs. Motocross and enduro engines such as the RM and PE series Suzukis, with
crankcase type reed valves, would normally want inlet durations 15° and 25° shorter
respectively. When RM Suzuki engines are used for flat track and road racing, the inlet
open period is as indicated in TABLE 3.3, as mid-range power is not so important.
TABLE 3.3: Inlet port duration

RPM
7,000
8,000
9,500
11,000
12,000
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Inlet duration (°)
150-155
155-160
165-170
185-190
195-200
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For example, the inlet open period of the Yamaha KT-100S kart engine (FIGURE
3.21) is as follows:R = 23mm
L = 100mm
C = 0.2mm
H = 56mm
F = 77mm
P = R+L+H+C-F
= 102.2

Because of the bad effect long inlet periods have on mid-range power, it is always
preferable to first enlarge the inlet port and see if that change gives the required
improvement in high rpm power. It is impossible to say how wide an inlet port can be, as
cylinder designs vary so much. However, I will say that if the port has a nice concave
floor like that shown in FIGURE 3.21, even cylinders with very weak lower cylinder
walls (eg., YZ80 Yamaha) will be reliable with a port 0.65 the bore size, whilst cylinders
with the lower wall well supported will accept port widths up to 0.75 the bore diameter. If
the inlet port is bridged, the port width can be up to 0.85 the bore size.
The piston bears quite heavily against the inlet side of the cylinder, so always
increase the width by no more than 2mm initially and progress slowly from there. Before
you widen the port, check to see that the piston skirt is wide enough to cover and seal the
port window. There must be 2mm down each side of the inlet port against which the
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piston will affect a seal. If the rings run into the port at BDC, you will have to ensure that
you do not increase the width so much that the ends of the ring become exposed.
However, if you decide to run just the top ring, and it is the second ring which is running
into the inlet tract, you won't have to worry about this.
Besides reducing frictional losses and bore wear, discarding the second ring can
also have another benefit. With the second ring out of the way it is possible, in many
instances, to increase the inlet port height. At times this won't work without also
increasing the port timing, as the piston skirt will block the top of the port at TDC, unless
it is shortened. Actually, the first check that you should make before lowering the inlet
port to increase the port open period is to see that the lower edge of the piston skirt does
not protrude into the top of the port with the crank rotated to TDC. When the skirt is
shortened, cut off just the inlet side and be sure to put a good chamfer on the skirt so that
it encourages lubricant to stay on the cylinder wall.

Fig. 3.21: Yamaha KT-1OOS porting & piston dimensions.
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A lot of tuners lengthen the inlet timing just by shortening the piston.
Sometimes there is no alternative, as the cylinder may be too weak to stand having metal
removed, but, generally, skirt cutting is the easy way out. Even though cutting 3mm off
the skirt will increase the inlet duration to the same figure as lowering the inlet floor by
3mm, you will find that maximum hp will not be as high and the engine will not rev as
far past maximum hp revs. The simple truth is that the port area, as well as the duration,
must be increased to flow the amount of air necessary to improve the power output. I
have found, as a general rule, that the piston skirt will have to be shortened by 4mm to
give the same high speed power characteristics as obtained by lowering the port 3mm.
However, mid-range power is not as good, due to increased blow-back caused by the
longer duration. For maximum power, the inlet port area should be about 10 to 15%
larger than the area of the carburettor bore. When the inlet floor is lowered, the full length
of the port floor right back to the to 10° before the transfer port closes (i.e., 120 to 130°
before TDC) and to close the inlet port at about 55 to 60° after TDC. This results in an
inlet duration of around 180 to 190°. For more power at the top end of the power curve,
the duration is increased to something like 200 to 210°. There will, however, be some
loss of low speed power and the engine won't take a fistfull of throttle at low revs without
stumbling. The increase in duration can be obtained in two ways. Either we can have the
rotary valve open a little earlier at 135 to 140° before TDC and close a little later at 65 to
70° after TDC, or we can leave the valve opening point alone and pick up the extra
duration by closing the port at 70 to 80° after TDC. The effect on the power curve will be

Fig. 3.25: Effect on power curve of changing rotary valve closing angle.
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quite different, even though the inlet open period is the same. Opening the valve at, say,
140° before TDC and closing it at 65° after TDC (205° duration) will tend to lift
maximum power a little, but the main effect will be to considerably increase power in the
upper mid-range. Leaving the opening point at 125° before TDC and shifting the moment
of closing to 80° after TDC (205° duration) will reduce mid-range power due to increased
blow back, but there will be a good power rise right at the top end of the power curve
(FIGURE 3.25).
In high rpm road racing engines, where mid-range power is of only minor
concern, the inlet duration is increased to about 220 to 235°. The rotary valve will open at
135 to 150° before TDC and close at 80 to 90° after TDC. The main concern here is that
the inlet duration is of sufficient length to ensure complete crankcase filling at the rpm
where maximum horsepower is desired. If we want peak power at 14,000rpm then the
duration will be around 235°, but if we want peak power at 11,500rpm the duration will
be close to 220°.
TABLE 3.4 sets out the rotary valve timing for a number of go-kart and bike
engines. All of the l00cc kart engines have fixed gearing.
TABLE 3.4: Rotary valve timing
Engine type
Arisco C-75 kart
BM K96-3 kart
BM FC-52 kart
Can-Am MX-6 bike
Can-Am MX-3 bike
Can-Am MX-6 bike
Can-Am Qualifier bike
Can-Am Qualifier bike
Can-Am Qualifier bike
DAP T81 kart
DAP-JM T71 kart
Komet K78 kart
Komet K78 TT kart
Morbidelli 125 bike
MZ 125 bike
Rotax 124 LC kart
Sirio ST50 kart
Sirio ST504 kart
Sirio ST52 kart
Zip ZED1 kart

Capacity (cc)
100
100
100
125
250
250
175
250
350
100
100
100
100
2x62
125
125
100
100
100
100

Valve timing
155/43
115/60
115/60
140/85
140/85
140/85
137/75
137/75
137/75
132/58
120/55
132/60
132/60
150/79
135/70
120/87
134/75
135/65
134/75
140/66

Transfer closing
124
123
120
113
125
113
113
116
116
117
113.5
118
117
109
112
113
116.5
120
117.3
121.5

Note: The first valve timing figure refers to the opening point in degrees before TDC and
the second figure is the closing point after TDC. The transfer closing figure refers
to the closing point in degrees before TDC.
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Before you set about altering the valve timing, check to see that the inlet port is of
the correct shape and that the valve cover perfectly matches the inlet port in the
crankcase. Any obstruction here will disrupt air flow. You will find in many engines that
the port in the valve cover does not align with the crankcase port. Grinding the port in the
valve cover or the crankcase will affect the inlet timing. In some engines the inlet port
opens and closes slowly because the sides of the port are the wrong shape.
The port illustrated in FIGURE 3.26 should be reshaped as shown. The port area
is increased and it will open and close more abruptly, generating beneficial pulse waves
in the inlet tract.

Fig. 3.26: Modifying inlet port shape without affecting rotary valve timing.
The actual side profile of the inlet port is very poor in many rotary valve engines.
In FIGURE 3.24 you can see a common mistake made by manufacturers which is very
disruptive to air flow. The mixture rushes straight down the inlet port and proceeds to
bang right into the crankwheel, losing a good deal of inertia. Some of the mixture will
slowly rise up and around the crankwheel into the crankcase and a little of the air will
form into a turbulent eddy current. When this kind of situation exists, air flow into the
engine is severely restricted at high rpm. To increase air flow, and consequently high
speed hp, there are two options open. Either the inlet port open period can be increased,
which will reduce mid-range power, or we can re-profile the inlet port and increase air
flow in this way. Top end power will improve and often mid-range power rises too.
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What we must do is change the shape of the inlet port, so as to encourage the
mixture to turn up and over the crankwheel. In effect, the edge of the crankwheel has to
become a part of the inlet tract floor, instead of a barrier at the end of a hole. In FIGURE
3.27 you can see the shape we have to aim for. The floor of the port is built up to blend
into the crankwheel, and the lip formed by the port roof and the transfer cutout is
radiused. The port can be built up using Devcon F aluminum epoxy. It contains 80%
aluminum, is heat resistant to 250°F and is not attacked by petrol, methanol, oil or toluol.

Fig. 3.27 Modify inlet port to increase flow.
Ideally, manufacturers should turn to the use of larger disc valves so that the inlet
port floor could be in line with the top of the crankwheel. In this situation the fuel/air
charge would flow straight into the crankcase unimpeded. In addition to this, there is
another advantage in the use of large diameter discs, which is the primary reason for their
existence on the works Minarelli and Morbidelli Grand Prix racers. When the rotary disc
diameter is increased, there is a corresponding decrease in the duration angle actually
taken up by the inlet port itself, assuming the inlet port width is not altered. This allows
for a longer duration angle with the large disc without increasing the actual inlet port
open period. The power output then goes up, because the inlet port is fully open for a
greater number of degrees, without being partially closed by the disc, or as the engine
sees it for more time, so more air flows into the crankcase. Conversely, if the engine is
already producing ample power at the top end of the rpm range, then the inlet open period
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can be reduced with the large diameter disc. In this way peak power will remain the
same, but the mid-range to upper mid-range will rise appreciably.
Trying to get the sense of this is quite hard just using words, so I will help you to
reason it out with an example and an illustration (FIGURE 3.28). As you can see, both
engines have an inlet port 34mm wide and an inlet duration of 200°. The engine with the
small 100mm diameter disc (engine A) has an inlet port and rotary disc which takes up
40° and 160° respectively of the 200° inlet cycle. On the other hand the inlet port and
disc occupy 27° and 173° respectively when a 150mm disc (engine B) is used. This
means that the inlet port is not obstructed in any way by the rotary valve for 120° (200 [2 x 40] = 120°) in the case of engine A and for 146° (200 - [2 x 27] = 146°) for engine
B. In other words the inlet port will be fully open for 26° or 22% longer. As regards time
this represents 0.00166 sec. for engine A and 0.00203 sec. for engine B at 12,000 rpm.

Fig. 3.28: Comparison of small & large rotary valves.
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Before you modify the rotary valve to change either the inlet opening or closing
points, it is a good idea to find out exactly what the standard timing is for your engine
and then compare that with the manufacturer's specifications. At times there can be
variations, because a keyway or master spline is cut slightly out or, in some engines, it is
possible that the disc valve has been fitted one tooth out on the drive gear either during
manufacture or when the engine has been repaired.
To check the valve timing you will require a 360° timing disc or, if you can't
obtain one of these in your area, buy a large 200mm diameter protractor and drill a
suitable size hole exactly in the centre so that it fits the end of the crankshaft. You will
also need a good solid pointer which can be fixed under a stud in the crankcase. If you
don't have a dial timing gauge to find TDC, then you will have to make a positive stop to
prevent the piston rising to the top of its stroke. The best positive stop is one made out of
an old Bosch spark plug and a length of 6mm mild steel rod. A Bosch plug is preferred as
its insulator is very easy to remove. Under the hexagon shaped part of the plug shell you
will see a groove running right the way around. Cut through this groove with a hacksaw
and the insulator can be pulled out. Then weld a piece of rod into the plug shell, just long
enough to stop the piston reaching TDC.
Using a dial gauge find TDC and rotate the timing disc to align the zero
mark with the pointer. Lock the disc in place on the crank and again check that the
pointer points to zero when the dial gauge indicates TDC. Then simply rotate the
crankshaft in the normal direction of rotation, noting at what angle the inlet port opens
and closes. When making this check it is necessary to shine a light down the inlet port so
it can be clearly seen when the valve opens and closes.
Using a positive stop, the procedure is a little different. Rotate the engine in one
direction until the piston contacts the stop. Note the angle and then rotate the crank in the
opposite direction until the piston contacts the stop. Again note the angle. Midway
between these two angles TDC is located. Let's say that there is 36° difference between
the two angles. In this case TDC will be 18° (36 ÷ 2 = 18°) around from where the
crankshaft is now stopped. Therefore loosen the timing disc and move it around until the
pointer indicates 18° or 342° depending on which way the crankshaft is being rotated.
Having done that, lock the timing disc in position and again rotate the crank one way and
then the other until the piston contacts the stop. If in one direction the pointer indicates
342° and in the other direction it indicates 18°, you can be sure that the timing disc is
locked onto the crank in the correct position. After this, remove the positive stop and
make a note of the rotary valve's opening and closing angles.
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Instead of using a degree wheel to physically determine the valve timing, it may
be calculated mathematically using this formula if the engine has a Dykes ring fitted right
at the top of the piston:-
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When you have the timing figures for your engine, check them against the
manufacturer's figures. If the makers state that the valve opens 130° before TDC and
closes 65° after TDC and yours opens 132° before TDC and closes 63° after TDC, then
you know that the timing has been advanced 2° due to manufacturing errors. This will
have the effect of slightly increasing mid-range power at the expense of a reduction at the
top end. Obviously, if you are after more top end power, the first move should be to
machine the disc to move the closing angle to 65° after TDC. If, after this, you want still
more power at high engine speeds, move the closing point 2° at a time, but stop once you
reach about 76°. Then go back and add 4° to the opening angle to bring it up to 136° and
see how the engine responds. If the engine reacts favorably, but you are after still more
power, move the opening angle another 4° to 140°. After this, you can go back to
delaying the angle of closing in increments of 2° at a time. Normally, the only time that
the valve characteristics would be altered to this extent would be when a motocross
engine was modified for use in a road race go-kart.
If, after checking your timing against the maker's figures, you find that the disc
valve has been retarded by, say, 6° and the bike is very 'pipey', coming onto the power
with a sudden rush, then it is probable that the power curve can be improved by getting
the inlet timing back to what the manufacturer originally intended. (A disc retarded by 6°
would be indicated by manufacturer's figures of, say, 130°/65° and your figures being
124°/71 °). The only way to cure a problem such as this, which fortunately occurs
infrequently, is to relocate the rotary valve cover, moving it around 6° in the opposite
direction to crankshaft rotation. To calculate how far the cover has to be rotated, first
measure across the valve cover from the centre of one retaining screw to the screw
opposite it. Say this dimension is 145mm. In this instance the cover will have to be
rotated by 7.6mm which is calculated using this formula:-

The idea is to then drill a new set of fixing holes in the valve cover 7.6mm from
the original hole centers. Having done this, refit the cover and check when the rotary
valve opens and closes the port in the valve cover. Actually, the port timing figures
should always be taken off the valve cover, never the crankcase port. If the timing is
correct, it is advantageous to take the machine for a test run before you spend a lot of
time matching the ports. Naturally, the engine will be down on top end power, but it is its
'pipeyness' which you are checking, not top end power. If the results are satisfactory then
match the ports, filling one side with Devcon F as shown in FIGURE 3.29 and grinding
the other side out.
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It is not always necessary to relocate the rotary valve cover to correct valve timing
errors. Some engines, for example those made by Rotax, have the rotary valve driven by
a hub which is located on the crankshaft by a key. In the case of Rotax motors the hub is
cut with 22 external gear teeth so moving the rotary valve one tooth on the hub will alter
the timing by 16.4° (360° ÷ 22 = 16.4°) which isn't of much use to us. However, by
machining a new keyway in the hub and by moving the valve around the appropriate
number of teeth timing errors can be corrected.

Fig. 3.29: Match inlet port after relocating rotary valve cover.
For example, machining a new keyway 90° around from the original and moving
the valve around by 5 or 6 teeth (depending on whether the timing is advanced or
retarded) will correct an 8° timing error. That is quite an easy one to work out, but what if
the timing is retarded by 6°? To calculate how many degrees around the new keyway has
to be cut, add the angle of error to 90° and subtract 8°, which equals 88° (90° + 6° - 8° =
88°.) The new keyway will therefore have to be cut 88° around from the original, but will
it be to the left (counter-clockwise) or right (clockwise) of the original? Since the valve is
presently retarded it will have to be advanced to correct the timing error. The engine turns
counter-clockwise so the new keyway will have to be machined 88° to the left of the
original keyway, which will advance the hub by 88°. Retarding the rotary valve (i.e.,
moving it in the same direction as crank rotation) by 5 teeth will retard the timing by 82°
(16.36° x 5 = 82°), consequently the timing will finish up being advanced by 6° (88° 82° = 6°) from what the original timing figure was, which should be the figure specified
by the manufacturer. You must be very careful that this type of work is carried out by
only a top class machinist as it is exceedingly difficult to work to such fine tolerances in a
bore as small as that found in the hub of a rotary valve.
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To change the opening and closing points of the rotary valve disc proper is a little
difficult, unless you make a special setting-up template of white cardboard or cartridge
paper. In the centre of the template draw a cross ( + ) with lines about 150mm long
intersecting at exactly 90°. Using the cross as the centre, draw a circle exactly the same
diameter as the rotary valve disc. Carefully lay the rotary valve on the template within the
confines of the circle which you just drew and using a sharp pencil draw the disc cut-out.
(Be sure that the outside face of the disc is facing up.). Now draw another circle, using
the cross as the centre, about 50mm larger in diameter than the rotary valve. After this,
set a large (100mm or larger) protractor exactly on centre and note the angle of the disc's
opening and closing points. Now carefully mark in the new opening or closing angle
which you want. Draw a line from the centre through this point right out to the edge of
the large circle. Lay the disc back onto the template, the correct way up, being careful to
line it up within the boundary formed by the small circle and the original opening and
closing lines. Now scribe a line across the disc exactly in line with the line you drew to
show the new opening or closing angle. With that done, the disc can be modified to
change the inlet timing.
The clearance between the valve cover and the rotary disc is very important. If the
clearance is too tight, power is lost due to friction and, if the clearance is excessive, low
speed and mid-range power is lost due to fuel/air charge leakage out past the valve.
Unless otherwise specified, the clearance should normally be between 0.25mm and
0.35mm. If it is less than 0.25mm the face of the valve cover will have to be machined
the appropriate amount. On the other hand, if the clearance is greater than 0.35mm the
mating surface of the cover will require machining.
Reed valve induction was first introduced to the motorcycle world in 1972 when
Yamaha released their range of “Torque Induction” bikes (FIGURE 3.20). The reed valve
functions as a simple check valve and prevents blow-back in the inlet tract. Therefore, a
reed engine can be lugged down to very low rpm (depending on the exhaust timing), as
the air flowing down the inlet tract is trapped once it passes the reed valve. Low speed
cylinder filling improves and, because the air passes through the carburetor just once, the
fuel/air ratio remains correct. This results in good low speed combustion.
Reed valve induction, however, is not entirely free of problems. Until very
recently, the stiffness of the reed petals was severely compromised. To ensure good low
speed crankcase filling, the reed petals must be thin and flexible so that they open easily
and do not unduly restrict air flow. On the other hand the petals must be thick and stiff,
otherwise crankcase filling at high speeds is not good. At high speeds thin, flexible petals
flutter, allowing reverse flow out of the crankcase. They tend to close and then rebound
from their seats due to inertia and/or resonance in the induction tract. A dual reed
assembly patented by Eyvind Boyesen reduces this compromise a considerable amount.
The presence of a reed cage and petals in the induction tract still reduces high speed air
flow below that possible with rotary valve or piston ported induction, but the difference is
not so great as before. The Boyesen assembly comprises a thin 0.25mm reed, riding on
top of a thicker 0.7mm reed. The thin reed opens easily under a low pressure drop and the
thicker one takes over at higher rpm. This gives the benefits of good low speed air flow,
as well as an absence of high speed petal flutter. As an added benefit, the ribs in the reed
cage can be cut out when the Boyensen assembly is fitted, such is the design of the thick
petal. This alone improves air flow and crankcase filling at higher speeds.
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Over the years a lot has been said about the benefits of reed valve induction, but it
seems that very few people realize the very high power outputs now being produced by
motocross and enduro engines are not a direct result of reed valve induction. A lot seem
to think that, because the piston is cut away, or has windows in it, allowing in some
engines up to 360° inlet open period, this automatically results in a high power output. I
can assure you that this is not so. In itself a reed valve improves low speed and mid-range
power only, by preventing blow-back.
To give you some proof of why I say this, we will have a look at the effect of
adding a reed valve to an old 250 Bultaco Matador. In standard tune the engine had
exhaust, transfer and inlet open periods of 170°, 126° and 150° respectively. As shown in
TABLE 3.5, the engine has a gentle power curve. It pulls very well at low speed and
produces a maximum of 25.8 hp at 7000rpm. In Test 2 a reed valve was added and four
16mm holes were drilled in the piston skirt, increasing the inlet timing to 360°. As you
can see, there has been very little increase in power at the top end in spite of the fact that
a 34mm Bing carburetor was fitted to replace the stock 32mm Amal. Note, too, that there
has been only a marginal decrease in low speed power, due to the reed valve offsetting to
some extent the bad effect the larger carburetor would have had at low rpm.
In test 3, however, you can see that power right through the range has risen by an
average of 1.5 hp below 5,500rpm, and by up to 3.1 hp between 6,000 and 7,000rpm.
What brought about such a sudden power increase? In this test, two boost ports were
added in the rear of the cylinder. The ports were cut with a 13mm cutter tilted at 30°. So
it was the increase in transfer port area which picked up power significantly, not the
addition of a reed valve.
In test 4, there was an increase in power above 6,500rpm, but a decrease at lower
speeds. For this test, a new piston was fitted which had 13mm removed from the bottom
of the inlet skirt to give an inlet open period of 200°. This means that the piston exercises
control over which direction transfer flow will take. In test 3, the boost ports are always
connected with the crankcase (i.e., for 360°) but in test 4 the boost ports are isolated from
the crankcase (see FIGURE 3.20) once the piston skirt drops below the level of the inlet
port floor. Thus, any flow through the reed valve will be diverted up through the boost
ports once the piston closes the inlet tract off from the crankcase. With this arrangement,
low speed power falls away, because the boost ports flow only if the exhaust pulses
create a depression low enough to open the reed valve and pull fuel/air mixture up
through the boost ports. However, at higher speeds, peak power is increased with this
system, because the piston closes off the crankcase from the inlet tract, preventing back
flow out of the crankcase as the piston descends to BDC. Without the effects of reverse
flow to fight against, mixture will continue on flowing through the reed valve and up
through the boost ports until cylinder pressure equals pressure in the inlet tract, causing
the reed valve to close.
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TABLE 3.5 Effect of reed valve induction
RPM
3,000
3,500
4,000
4,500
5,000
5,500
6,000
6,500
7,000
7,500
8,000
8,500

Test 1 (hp)
6.8
7.9
11.9
14.2
16.0
18.1
22.6
23.3
25.8
25.6
23.7
18.1

Test 2 (hp)
6.4
8.1
11.3
13.6
15.6
18.0
22.9
24.9
26.7
25.1
24.8
20.6

Test 3 (hp)
8.3
10.9
12.1
14.8
17.0
19.7
26.0
27.2
27.8
26.3
25.5
22.1

Test 4 (hp)
7.9
10.4
11.8
14.6
16.6
19.3
25.7
27.1
28.4
27.6
26.2
22.8

Test 1

standard Bultaco Matador 250cc

Test 2

reed valve assembly and 34mm Bing carburetor added; piston modified to
give 360°inlet open period.

Test 3

as above, with the addition of two boost ports in rear of cylinder.

Test 4

as above but with piston modified to give 200° inlet open period, i.e.,
'power ported'.

When this latter type of 'power porting' (i.e., test 4) is applied to more modern
two-stroke engines, there is often little or no loss of low speed power because of larger
transfer port areas being employed today. However, on some bikes the power curve can
become very peaky, making the bike difficult to ride. This is why you will seldom see
this arrangement employed on anything but small displacement motocross bikes and reed
valve road race engines. Of course, with many engines there isn't much you can do to
convert from the conventional type of boost porting to power porting, unless you can find
a suitable piston from another engine which doesn't have windows in the skirt. However,
with some engines, such as the Honda CR125R, it is possible to convert easily to power
porting. These engines have two small passages, instead of piston skirt windows, which
connect the inlet tract with the crankcase. If these boost passages are filled with an epoxy
such as Devcon F, the inlet tract will be isolated from the crankcase when the piston skirt
closes the inlet port allowing the engine to operate as a power ported engine.
In TABLE 3.6 you can see the effect which such a modification had on a Honda
CR125R equipped with a Mugen air cooled hot-up kit. As you can see, low speed power
has not been affected by blocking up the two small crankcase feed passages. From
7,500rpm up to maximum rpm, there is a steady power increase. Peak power is up 0.9 hp,
but at higher speeds the power rise is more dramatic. It is up by 2.2 hp and 5.1 hp at
10,500rpm and 11,000rpm respectively, and at 11,500rpm the engine is still making 15.8
hp. I must point out that some of this high speed power increase also comes about due to
changes in the transfer open period. When the cylinder was converted to power porting
the auxiliary transfers were raised 0.8mm and the boost port was raised 1.2mm. These
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modifications probably accounted for about 50% of the power increase from 10,500rpm
up. In both tests the engine was equipped with a 34mm Mikuni carburetor bored out to
35.3mm and a special expansion chamber was used. Without these additions, power
above 10,500rpm would have been suppressed in both tests.
TABLE 3.6: Effect of power porting
Standard boost porting

Power porting

RPM

HP

Torque(lb/ft)

HP

Torque(lb/ft)

3,000
3,500
4,000
4,500
5,000
5,500
6,000
6,500
7,000
7,500
8,000
8,500
9,000
9,500
10,000
10,500
11,000
11,500

2.5
3.0
4.0
4.8
5.9
6.7
7.7
8.9
9.3
10.4
14.5
18.0
19.0
21.3
22.1
20.8
16.5

4.4
4.5
5.3
5.6
6.2
6.4
6.7
7.2
7.0
7.3
9.5
11.1
11.1
11.8
11.6
10.4
7.9

2.6
3,9
4.5
5.0
6.4
7.1
7.8
8.5
8.9
11.3
16.1
18.3

4.5
5.8
5.9
5.8
6.7
6.8
6.8
6.9
6.7
7.9
10.6
11.3
11.7
12.2
12.1
11.5
10.3
7.2

22.1
23.0
23.0
21.6
15.8

In 1976, Suzuki introduced us to a new type of reed valve system with the release
of their 'A' series RM motocross bikes. The 'Power Reed Intake System', as it is called by
Suzuki, or more commonly a case reed, is an attempt to combine good features of both
reed induction and piston-ported induction (FIGURE 3.30). With the case reed system,
both the reed valve and the action of the piston opening and closing the inlet port controls
mixture flow into the crankcase. Even a very potent engine like the little RM125 has an
inlet open period of only about 150°, which is very short when compared with the
average 125 piston port engine employing 170° inlet duration. When a short inlet
duration is used, there is very little blow back at low speeds, so throttle response and low
speed running is good. As shown in FIGURE 3.31, the reed valve operates even at low
rpm, ensuring good crankcase filling. Then at higher speeds the reed valve stays open
until after the piston timed inlet tract has closed, ensuring good high speed hp.
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FIG. 3.3O: Crankcase reed valve assembly.
What is the difference in performance between case reed induction and
conventional reed induction? When I first saw the Suzuki system, I was convinced that it
would enable much higher power outputs than a conventional reed engine, but since then
I have been proved wrong. Even in road race go-kart applications, where the
unobstructed inlet tract of the Suzuki should assist air flow, an engine like the YZ
Yamaha with conventional reed induction will pick up one or two lengths on a Suzuki
down the longer straights, or up hills. However, out of corners, the Suzuki will run all
over a Yamaha, showing superior mid-range power. Of course the Suzuki case reed
system was originally designed for motocross and later enduro bikes. It is in these
applications where this type of induction is in its element. With fairly conservative
porting, the case reed engine will make the same power as a conventional reed engine,
but in the mid-range it is much stronger and it delivers the power to the rear wheel more
smoothly.
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Fig. 3.31: Crankcase reed valve opening/closing angles
When you make a more careful examination of a case reed engine like the Suzuki,
KTM and Rotax also use a case reed on some of their engines), you can see why it will
not make as much power as a Yamaha or Honda in all-out applications like flat track
racing or go-kart road racing. It highlights, once again, the importance of the transfer
ports. With conventional reed engines the back transfer port, or boost port, can be made
very large and, as it enters right into the inlet port and is free of obstruction, it flows well.
Case reed engines have two tiny boost ports and, because the transfer passages which
feed these ports enter at such a strange angle, directional control of the transfer streams is
not good.
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Regardless of the type of reed employed, the same basic principles apply for the
modification of reed valve systems. Naturally, the entrance of the reed cage must be
perfectly matched to the inlet manifold to ensure minimal air flow disruption. If the reed
fixing screws protrude into the air stream, grind them off flush with the reed cage.
However, if the screws are well below the surface, fill the holes with Devcon F. Be sure
to put a drop of Loctite (blue grade) on the fixing screws each time that they are refitted.
Within the reed cage you will often find little steps and ridges which can be filed
out. When you do this, be sure to leave a 1mm wide seat for the reed to seal against and,
when you refit the reed petals, carefully line them up with the cage openings.
Unfortunately, some manufacturers make the petal fixing holes so much larger than the
diameter of the fixing screws that the petals can be fitted seating over an area 2mm wide
on one side and barely covering the cage opening on the other side.
If you are not after a huge increase in high speed air flow, then I would
recommend that you retain the standard reed cage and fit phenolic reed petals or, better
still, a set of dual Boyesen petals. Phenolic petals wear out fairly quickly, which is why
most bike manufacturers prefer stainless steel petals. However, phenolic petals respond to
the air requirement of the engine more quickly and they do not flutter and rebound off the
cage to the same extent as stainless steel petals. To increase the life of phenolic petals
they should be carefully sanded around the edges, using 600 grit wet and dry
carborundum paper, before being fitted. Some petals are smooth on one side only, so be
sure to fit these with the smooth side sealing against the reed cage.
When a large increase in high rpm air flow is required, a larger reed valve
assembly will be necessary. There are special assemblies available for some engines but
often it will be necessary to adapt a reed valve from a larger, or more potent, engine. This
can be quite frustrating, as you won't find many dealers with reed valves in their parts
bins for you to inspect for size. The best way is to go to a motorcycle wrecker, cylinder in
hand, and look through his range of reed valves. Don't look for a reed valve which will
drop straight into the inlet tract of your cylinder, as it probably won't be much bigger than
the standard assembly. Instead, look for a valve which is a little wider and perhaps a little
higher than standard. The fixing holes probably will not line up with the holes in your
cylinder, but that is not a great problem providing the wrecker has the inlet manifold
which matches the reed valve. Check that the inlet manifold has a hole of the correct size
to suit your carburetor; if it does, you are in business.
The next problem is enlarging the inlet cavity to suit the bigger reed cage. To
accomplish this, you will have to use your judgment. Start by measuring the reed
assembly and comparing its size with the reed cavity in the inlet port. If it's 4mm wider,
then grind 2mm off each side of the cavity and so on.
When the reed valve fits the cavity, you can then decide what has to be done to fix
the reed valve and manifold to the cylinder. If the fixing holes are close, then it may be
possible to elongate the holes in the reed cage and manifold to align with the cylinder. In
some cases, it will be a matter of filling the stud holes in the cylinder and then drilling
and tapping new fixing holes. Probably the most extreme case is when the Yamaha
RD350 or 400 is fitted with TZ 750 reeds. In this instance, an aluminum plate with fixing
holes to suit the TZ reeds is welded to the RD cylinder face.
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Before some special replacement reed assemblies are fitted, they have to be
modified in ways different to that outlined on preceding pages. One such reed which
comes to mind is the R & R Hi-Volume reed for RM and PE model Suzukis. This reed
flows very well but it falls short in two areas, which could easily catch the unsuspecting
tuner out. The first problem is that the screw heads on the lower side of the reed prevent
the cage from seating properly against the base of the cylinder. Thus an air leak can
develop and spoil engine performance. What must be done is file the edges of the screw
heads flush with the cage mounting face, so that the cage can seal against the cylinder
base. The other problem involves the reed stop for the main (i.e., bigger) reed petal. The
stop is too flexible and actually rebounds the reed petal when it comes against the stop.
This sends the petal into flutter and reduces high speed power. To cure this, the R & R
stop should be removed and the standard Suzuki reed stop fitted. You will note that the
Suzuki stop is much thicker, so longer fixing screws are required. If these are
unobtainable, the holes in the stop can be countersunk to give the screws more bite.
Before we close the subject of reed valve induction, there are a couple of don'ts
which you should keep in mind. Don't ever bend the reed stops to increase reed lift and
don't ever fit a spacer under the stop to increase reed lift. Either practice will cause petal
flutter at higher rpm, because the reed becomes unstable (i.e., out of control). On the
average 125 motocrosser, increasing reed lift by just 0.7mm will knock 2 hp off the top
end between 9000 and 10,500rpm.
The other don't is this: don't waste your time cutting the back out of the piston or
enlarging the skirt windows. This weakens the piston and there is little or no gain in hp
anywhere in the power range. The only exceptions to this rule would be in the case of
desert racers, or bikes which are very pipey, if they don't have any holes high up on the
piston skirt. Drilling a pair of round holes just below the ring land will help cool the
piston crown and little end, or if the bike is very peaky and nothing else has tamed the
push of power, maybe a pair of holes will help. The holes shouldn't be too large: 10 to
13mm is plenty big enough for a 125 or 175 and larger engines could use holes about 14
to 16mm in diameter. After the holes are drilled, carefully chamfer them on the inside
and outside of the piston, then dress the holes with 180 grit wet and dry. These
precautions will help prevent premature cracking of the piston skirt.
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